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Dear Prof. Roberts,

thank you very much for your input on the manuscript. Here is our response to your comments. We hope that the changes we implemented improve the shortcomings of the manuscript highlighted by your comments and suggestions. Please do not hesitate to contact us shall this not be the case for some of your comments.

1. Comments from Dr. Roberts

Comment 1: Page 1, and throughout the ms. The temporal adjectives Early, Mid and Late should be capitalised (e.g., Mid Neoproterzoic). The authors are inconsistent on this point.

Comment 2: Several pages. Composite adjectives should be hyphenised, e.g. greenschist-facies rocks, but not when writing The rocks were metamorphosed in greenschist facies. The correct term is "Raipas Supergroup" (there are several groups within the Raipas Supergroup).


Comment 11: Page 5, line 142. Should Nasuti et al. 2015 be 2015a? Line 149, shows not show; then on line 150 thrusts not thrust. Comment 12: Page 6, line 156. “ . . . are juxtaposed against amphibolite-facies . . .” Then, line 174 “compositions and with the results of . . .” On line 180, “brittle faults that we encountered . . .”
in numerous publications. Comment 38: On pages 31, 32 & 33 I have noted dozens of small errors; these will surely be picked up by the editor. Comment 39: Page 38, lines 1151-53. The area covered by this forthcoming manuscript (NOT yet submitted) seems to be comparable to that of the present contribution. How much repetition will there be, one wonders? But perhaps the authors will be describing completely different faults? – and taken mostly from the theses of E.Berge and H.Lea ? Comment 40: The results are very interesting and only the second such study of dating mineral growth in gouges and cataclasites in the northwestern part of Finnmark. Many numbers/dates are given, for the three different grain-size fractions, so it is up to the authors to explain why they interpret every single number as a true age. The authors mention just “illite”, sensu lato, but there are several polymorphs of illite, e.g., 1M, 1Md and 2M1, so do they know for sure which polymorph they have been analysing? Comment 41: All the figures appear reasonable and acceptable, except for the incorrect placing of the TKFZ in Figure 1 and Figure 4. This error MUST be corrected. I have corresponded with the first author on an earlier occasion about this matter (in another paper of his in Solid Earth), so he knows the facts. The TKFZ is described and defined from the Varanger Peninsula, just outside the eastern limits of Figures 1 and 4, but continues WNWwards through the isthmus on the south side of the Nordkinn Peninsula (marked as NP in Figures 1 and 4). That is where the authors should write in the acronym TKFZ (in smaller capital letters).

2. Author’s response

Comment 1: The temporal adjective should exclusively be capitalized when referring to an actual Stage or Period. However, this is not the case of early, mid and late Neoproterozoic, which official names on the Geological Time Scale 2012 are Tonian, Cryogenian and Ediacaran respectively. The same goes for early and late Carboniferous, which formal names are Mississippian and Pennsylvanian. On the contrary, Early, Middle and Late Devonian should be capitalized. Comment 2: Agreed. Comment 3: Agreed. Comment 4: Agreed. However, we believe that the addition of “Late” ahead of “Devonian” is not needed since it is still debated when post-Caledonian extension initiated in the northern Norway, (e.g., Steltenpohl et al., 2011; Koehl et al., 2018). Comment 5: Agreed. Comment 6: Agreed. Unfortunately, we cannot include the suggested “Gayer et al. 1987” publication, because this scientific contribution is not accessible to the authors of the present manuscript. Moreover, the reference does not significantly improve the manuscript. Comment 7: Agreed. Comment 8: Agreed. Comment 9: Agreed. Comment 10: Agreed. Comment 11: Agreed for “thrust” and “show”. However, only one Nasuti et al. (2015) study is used as supporting literature in the present manuscript and it is therefore not necessary to change reference to “Nasuti et al., 2015a”. Comment 12: Agreed. Comment 13: Agreed. Comment 14: Agreed. Comment 15: Agreed. Comment 16: Agreed. Comment 17: Agreed. Comment 18: Agreed. Comment 19: Recent work (Koehl, 2018; Koehl et al., 2018; Koehl et al., submitted) interpret margin-oblique, WNW-ESE striking brittle faults on the island of Magerøya as fault segments of the Trollfjorden-Komagelva Fault Zone. Thus, we prefer to leave subheading 4.1.3 as it is now. Comment 20: Agreed that the sentence needs rewriting but not as suggested. The rewriting suggested by the referee does not reconcile the occurrence of units belonging to the Magerøy Nappe on the Porsanger Peninsula (Gasser et al., 2015). The authors agree with all the other remarks in comment 20 and updated the manuscript accordingly. Comment 21: Agreed. Comment 22: Agreed. Comment 23: Agreed. Comment 24: Agreed. Comment 25: Agreed. The data presented is called “ages” because they were calculated from isotopic ratios generated by radioactive decay. The discussion has to specify the interpretation of the age, whether it is crystallization, recrystallization, cooling or a geologically meaningless mixing age. Comment 26: Disagree with the referee’s comment based on work by Koehl et al. (in review, Norwegian Journal of Geology). This work interprets WNW-ESE striking faults on Magerøya as fault segments of the TKFZ. The authors agree with the other remarks of the comment. Comment 27: Agreed. Comment 28: Agreed. Comment 29: Agreed. Comment 30: Agreed with the first remark but not with the second one (again see Koehl et al., 2018, submitted and Koehl, 2018) Comment 31: Agree
with first remark, but disagree with last two remarks (cf. Koehl et al., 2018, submitted and Koehl, 2018). Comment 32: Agreed. However, the authors do not agree with the last two remarks: the work by Koehl et al. is now submitted to the Norwegian Journal of Geology and is currently being reviewed. Comment 33: Agreed. Comment 34: Disagree with first remark (cf. Koehl et al., submitted, also in Koehl, 2018), but agree with last two remarks. Comment 35: Agreed. Comment 36: Agreed. Comment 37: Agreed. Comment 38: Agreed. Comment 39: The manuscript referred has now been submitted. Potential repetition in the other manuscript do not affect the review process of the present manuscript. Most faults from Lea 2016 and Bergø 2016 discussed with different perspectives than in Koehl et al. (submitted). Comment 40: Agreed. Analytical data presented here as ages cannot be treated like high-precision ages from e.g., modern U-Pb zircon dating. Our ages point to a time interval, which can be in some cases much larger than the analytical error given in the 2-σ error interval. We have to add this statement in the beginning of the discussion. Indeed, it would have been a great help for interpretation to identify and quantify the amounts of illite-polytypes 1Md, 1M and 2M1. However, since the mineralogical composition is dominated by smectite and chlorite the specific peaks for the polytypes are not recognizable due to peak overlap. Comment 41: Agreed.

3. Changes implemented

Comment 1: none. Comment 2: hyphenized “greenschist-facies” through manuscript where needed (eight occurrences). Comment 3: changed “Raipas Group” to “Raipas Supergroup” three times through manuscript. Comment 4: added “Guise & Roberts, 2002” in main text and to the reference list. Comment 5: changed as suggested by referee. Also changed “Finnmark Platform east” to “eastern Finnmark Platform” lines 140 and 149, and “Finnmark Platform west” to “western Finnmark Platform”. Comment 6: added reference to Torgersen et al. (2015a) line 105 and to reference list. Changed other reference to “Torgersen et al. (2015)" to “Torgersen et al. (2015b)”. Corrected “Ramsey” to “Ramsay” (two occurrences) Comment 7: added following references to the main text and reference list: Robins and Gardner (1975); Robins (1998). Comment 8: added “by some workers” line 113. Also added “However, others have provided robust evidence for a Baltican origin (Roberts, 2007; Zhang et al., 2016)” lines 115-116, and both references (Roberts, 2007; Zhang et al., 2016) to reference list. Comment 9: changed “meta-psammite” and “meta-psammitic” to “psammite” and “psammitic” respectively (four occurrences in main text). Comment 10: added suggested reference line 132. Comment 11: changed “show” into “shows” line 156 and “thrust” into “thrusts” line 157. Comment 12: changed “with amphibolite facies” to “against amphibolite facies” line 163 and “zeolite facies” and “prehnite-pumpellyite facies” to “zeolite-facies” and “prehnite–pumpellyite-facies” (multiple occurrences). Also changed “composition and with the result” to “compositions and with the results” line 181, and added “that” line 187. Comment 13: added Ksienzyk et al., 2016 to reference list and changed “which” to “whose” line 200. Comment 14: added “been” and changed “low grade” to “low-grade” line 214, and changed “sediments” to “sedimentary rocks” line 215. Comment 15: changed “often” to “commonly” lines 137, 237, 387, 408, 415, 433, 441, 575, 668, and 688; replaced “often” by “generally” line 420 and 839; changed “occasionally” to “in places” line 410 and 577; changed “are commonly undeformed and often appear” into “commonly are undeformed and appear” line 684; deleted “often” line 389; changed “leading” to “causing” line 249; replaced “provide with” by “yield” line 252. Comment 16: changed “contrarily” to “contrary” line 254; changed “are” into “is” line 255; changed “temperature” to “temperatures” line 256; changed “counterparts” to “counterparts” line 266. Comment 17: changed sentence to “The northern fault accommodates” line 315-316. Comment 18: changed “northeastward” to “to the northeast” line 320; changed “crosscuts” to “cross-cuts” line 322; replaced “made” by “composed” line 323. Comment 19: none. Comment 20: changed sentence to “are widespread within units of the Magerøy Nappe on the Porsanger Peninsula and on the island” lines 348-349. However, changed “unit” to “rocks” as suggested by the referee line 353. Also added “on Magerøya," line 358, and referece to “Robins, 1998" line 360. Comment 21: changed “metavolcanics” to “metavolcanites” and “mi-
caschists” to “mica schists” line 396, and “made” into “composed” line 408. Comment 22: changed “often” into “commonly” line 409. Comment 23: sentence updated to “In places, epidote–chlorite-bearing” line 411-412. Comment 24: changed “made” to “composed” line 450; deleted “in tendency” and changed “compared to” to “compared with” line 471. Comment 25: changed sentence line 477 to “Most dated fault gouges from segments of the LVF and TKFZ in the Kalak Nappe Complex and Magerøy Nappe on the Porsanger Peninsula and Magereya yielded late Paleozoic ages”; Also added “, and we interpret them both as syn-kinematic crystallization along an active normal fault” lines 468-469; “syn-kinematic crystallization of authigenic illite during” lines 480-481; “are interpreted as syn-tectonic crystallization ages and” line 491; “syn-kinematic crystallization” lines 495-496; “These syn-kinematic crystallization ages suggest” line 506; “, which we all interpret as syn-kinematic crystallization ages. These ages suggest that” lines 513-514; “The ages obtained for the coarse and fine fractions are interpreted to represent syn-kinematic crystallization of authigenic illite.” Lines 525-527; “syn-kinematic crystallization during” line 533; “, which we interpreted as syn-kinematic crystallization ages” lines 603-605; “, which we interpreted as crystallization ages” line 610; “crystallization age of” lines 732-733; “and interpreted as syn-kinematic crystallization ages” line 744; “syn-kinematic crystallization” lines 755-756; “syn-tectonic crystallization” line 774; “syn-kinematic crystallization” line 780; “syn-kinematic crystallization” line 863; “syn-tectonic crystallization” line 904. Comment 26: added reference to “Koehl et al., submitted” lines 514-515. Also changed “to” into “with” line 523. Comment 27: changed sentence line 539 to “hence yielding ages younger than the actual age”, and line 553-554 to “However, a minor K-feldspar content observed in the diffraction spectra of all three grainsize fractions of both of these faults suggests that the” as suggested by the referee. Comment 28: changed “–” to “and”. Comment 29: changed “Ma” into “Myr” (multiple occurrences through manuscript). Comment 30: changed sentence line 676 to “at depths between 3 and 10 km”. Comment 31: added “that” line 700. Comment 32: replaced “evidence” by “indications” line 735; changed sentence line 743 to “Silurian age may reflect input from an inherited”. Comment 33: changed “–” to “and”. Comment 34: changed sentence line 843 to “although generally associated with large amounts”. Comment 35: changed “outcropping” to “exposed” line 866, and added “only a” line 884. Comment 36: changed sentence line 909 to “A reliable Mesozoic K–Ar syn-tectonic crystallization age was obtained only for the”. Comment 37: changed “–” to “and”. Comment 38: corrected minor errors in indicated pages. Comment 39: comment irrelevant to the present manuscript. No change. Comment 40: added “Nevertheless, we emphasize that the analytical data presented as ages cannot be treated like high-precision ages from, e.g., modern U–Pb zircon dating, but rather point to a time interval that can, in some cases, be much larger than the analytical error given in the 2-σ error interval” lines 251-254. Also added “Since the mineralogical composition is dominated by smectite and chlorite, the specific peaks for the different illite polytypes are not recognizable due to peak overlap” lines 438-440. Comment 41: changed location of acronym “TKFZ” to space suggested by Prof. Roberts.

Best regards, Jean-Baptiste